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[57] ABSTRACT 

Toner images are sequentially formulated on a 
photoconductive element. A biased transfer member, 
adapted to electrically coact with the photoconductor, 
is brought into operative communication therewith so 
that a ?rst image is attracted from the photoconductor 
to the biased member. The image on the member is 
transported to a region of low voltage contrast and the 
charge on the image is reversed. A sheet of ?nal sup 
port material is brought into contact with a second 
image on the photoconductor and simultaneously 
therewith, the ?rst image on the biased member is ap 
plied to the opposite side of the sheet whereby the two 
images are electrostatically transferred to the sheet. 

4 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures 
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SIMULTANEOUS IMAGE TRANSFER 

This invention relates to method and apparatus for 
producing copy having original input data recorded on 
both sides thereof. More speci?cally, this invention re 
lates to a xerographic method for producing duplex 
copy. 

Rubin, in US. Pat. No. 3,318,212 discloses xero 
graphic reproducing apparatus for placing images 
simultaneously on both sides of a single sheet of ?nal 
support material. To accomplish this end, Rubin for 
mulates two charged toner powder images on the sur 
face of a photoconductive plate and then transfers the 
images onto separate storage drums. While on the sur 
face of the storage drums, each of the toner images is 
tacki?ed by application of a solvent vapor. In order to 
prevent the tacki?ed images from adhering to the drum 
surface, the outside of each drum is covered with a 
Te?on coating and the Te?on treated with silicone oil. 
The tacki?ed images are then pressed into contact with 
opposing sides of a receiving sheet, such as paper or the 
like, whereby the images adhere to the support sheet. 
As the support sheet is separated from the drums, the 
images are pulled or stripped from the oil treated drum 
surfaces completing the transfer operation. 
Although the techniques disclosed by Rubin provide 

a satisfactory means for'producing duplex copy, the 
process nevertheless suffers from certain apparent dis 
advantages that limit its application, particularly in the 
xerographic process. Complex vapor sealing means 
must be employed to contain the solvent vapor within 
the system. Upon tacki?cation, the toner images must 
be rapidly applied to the ?nal support sheet in order to 
obtain complete image transfer. This, of course, 
presents an undesirable timing and control problem. 
Contacting the ?nal support sheet with an oily storage 
drum has also been found to be objectionable because, 
invariably, some of the oil is transferred from the drum 
to the ?nal support material reducing the quality of the 
copy produced._ ‘ 

It is therefore an object of this invention to improve 
method and apparatus for producing copy having 
original input data recorded on both sides thereof. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a rela 

tively simple and efficient means of xerographically 
producing duplex copy. 

Yet another object of this invention is to eliminate 
the use of a solvent vapor in xerographic duplexing ap 
paratus. 
A still further object of this invention is to simultane 

ously transfer dry toner images to both sides of a ?nal 
support sheet. - 

These and other objects of the present invention are 
attained by formulating a ?rst dry toner image on the 
surface of a photoconductive plate, contacting the 
toner image with a transfer roll, the roll being biased to 
a potential sufficient to attract toner images from the 
plate to the roll surface, and storing the toner image on 
the roll as a second dry toner image is being formulated 
on the photoconductive plate. After reversing the 
polarity of the ?rst image, while the image is stored on 
the roll surface, the two toner images are simultane 
ously brought into contact with opposite sides of a ?nal 
support sheet. Because of the nature of the electro 
static relationships involved, the ?rst image is repelled 
from the surface of the transfer roll and electrostati 
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2 
cally tacked to one side of the support sheet while, 
simultaneously therewith, the second toner image is at 
tracted from the photoconductive plate and electro_ 
statically tacked to the opposite side of the support 
sheet. 
For a better understanding of the present invention 

and other objects and further features thereof, 
reference is had to the following detailed description of 
the invention to be read in connection with the accom 
panying drawings wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic view in partial section illustrat 
ing an automatic xerographic reproducing apparatus 
embodying the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a perspective view showing the exposure 
mechanism for sequentially recording images on the 
surface of the photoconductive plate of the apparatus 
illustrated in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a perspective view in partial section show 
ing the construction of a transfer roll suitable for use in 
the apparatus illustrated in FIG. 1; - 

FIGS. ‘ 4-8 are diagramatic views illustrating the 
process operations involved forv transferring toner 
images to both sides of a ?nal support sheet. 

For a general understanding of the xerographic 
reproducing apparatus incorporating the teachings of 
the present invention, reference is now had to FIGS. 
1-3. As in most conventional electrophotographic 
reproducing devices of this type, a photoconductive 
plate is ?rst charged uniformly and then exposed to a 
light image of the original subject matter to be 
reproduced to selectively dissipate the charge in the 
light struck regions whereby the original input scene in 
formation is recorded on the plate surface in the form 
of a latent electrostatic image. Thereafter, the latent 
image is developed by contacting the more highly 
charged areas on the plate surface with an oppositely 
charged electroscopic marking powder, i.e. toner, thus 
producing a visible image corresponding to the original 
input scene information. The toner image is generally 
transferred in some manner to a ?nal support sheet, 
such as paper or the like, and the image affixed thereto 
to form a'perrnanent record of the original. 
For explanatory purposes, the original subject matter 

to be reproduced is illustrated in FIG. 2 in the form of 
mini?ed data stored upon a ?lm strip 20. However, it 
should be clear to one skilled in the art that any type of 
input data may be employed in the present apparatus 
without departing from the teachings of the present in 
vention. Initially, a uniform electrostatic charge is 
placed upon xerographic plate 10 at charging station A 
(FIG. 1) by means of a corona generator 13 similar to 
that disclosed by Vyverberg in U. S. Pat. No. 
2,836,725. In this preferred embodiment, the plate is in 
the form of an endless belt comprising a photoconduc 
tive outer layer placed over a conductive backing. The 
belt is slidably mounted within the machine frame upon 
a belt assembly 11 and is arranged to move at a con 
stant rate in the direction indicated. For further infor 
mation concerning this type of belt assembly reference 
is had to US. Pat. No. 3,500,694. 

In operation, the sensitized belt is subsequently 
moved through an exposure station B. The moving 
photoconductive surface is ?ash exposed by means of a 
light image of the original input scene to record a latent 
electrostatic image thereon. During exposure, the film 
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strip 20 is sequentially illuminated by means of illu 
" mination source 21 to create a spatial light imagecon 

taining the original input scene data. The spatial image 
is then passed through a lens 22, which serves to both 
expand and focus the light image in the plate of the 
photoconductor, and ' an image re?ecting system, 
generally referenced 25. For reasons which will 
become apparent from the disclosure’ below, the pro 
jection of the light image through the re?ecting system 
is achieved alternately by means of a re?ecting prism 
26 and a roof prism 27 disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 
2,940,358. The re?ecting prism and the roof prism are 
arranged to be selectively interposed into the optical 
light path of the system to transmit either a right read 
ing or a wrong reading image onto the surface of a 
photoconductive plate. In practice, the exposure ap 
paratus is programmed such that a right or direct read 
in g image is ?rst created on the sensitized belt surface. 
Upon the formation of the ?rst right reading latent 

electrostatic image, the image is transported on the 
moving belt surface through a cascade development 
station C. Here a two component developer material, 
which is made up of ?nely divided charged toner parti 
cles transported on the surface of relatively coarser 
carrier beads, is cascaded or poured over the plate sur 
face. The toner particles, being charged to a polarity 
opposite that of the latent electrostatic image, are at 
tracted into the imaged areas thereby making the image 
visible. For explanatory purposes, the plate will be 
herein deemed to be initially charged to a positive 
potential and is developed using a negatively charged 
toner. 
The now visible ?rst toner image is next transported 

to a transfer station D where the image is temporarily 
transferred and stored in image con?guration upon the 
surface of an intermediate transfer roll member 30. 
The transfer roll is arranged to cooperate with backup 
roll 29, which forms part of the belt drive assembly 11, 
to secure the photoconductive surface in moving con 
tact against the transfer roll. Image transfer is accom 
plished electrically in the contact region by placing the 

' transfer roll at a bias potential suf?cient to attract the 
charge toner particles from the photoconductive sur 
face towards the transfer member._ Roll 29, which con 
tacts the conductive backing of the belt, is placed at a 
ground potential and coacts electrically with the biased 
transfer roll to establish a relatively strong force ?eld in 
and about the contact region. 

Referring more speci?cally to FIG. 3, there is shown 
a cut-away view of the transfer roll 30 clearly illustrat 
ing the internal construction thereof. The roll is basi 
cally formed upon a rigid hollow cylinder 31 that is 
made of a conductive metal such as aluminum or the 
like capable of supporting a biasing charge. Over the 
core is placed a relatively thick intermediate blanket 32 
fabricated of an elastomeric material. The intermediate 
blanket is preferably made of a polyurethane rubber 
having suf?cient resiliency to allow the roll to deform 
when brought into moving contact with the photocon 
ductive belt thus providing an extended contact region 
in which image transfer is achieved. The intermediate 
blanket should be capable of electrically imparting the 
charge potential on the roll core to the outer extremi 
ties of the roll and therefore the blanket should have a 
resistivity of between 108 and 1013 ohms cm. Over the 
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4 
intermediate blanket is placed a relatively thin coating 
33 which is also formulated of an elastomeric material. 
In order to prevent ionization of the air, in and about 
the contact region, it is preferred that the outer coating 
of the roll have a resistivity of about 3.2 X l0H ohms 
cm. It is also preferred that'the outer coating of the roll 
should be formulated of a material capable of providing 
a relatively smooth surface exhibiting good mechanical 
release properties'in respect‘ to the toner material em 
ployed. A polyurethane material manufactured by the 
du Pont Company under the tradename “Adiprene" 
has been found to possess the required electrical pro 
perties as well as showing extremely good release pro 
perties in respect to most commercially available 
toners. , 

The transfer roll member is closed at both ends by 
means of a pair of dielectric end caps 35 and 36 serving 
to electrically isolate the roll member from the support 
ing machine frame. Segmented shafts 37 are secured in 
both end caps co-axially aligned with the cylindrical 
core 31 and the shafts journaled for rotation within the 
machine frame by means of a bearing (not shown). A 
pulley 38 (FIG. 3), operatively attached to the machin 
e’s main drive system, is secured to onelof the shafts 
and rotates the transfer roll in predetermined timed 
relation with the moving photoconductive belt 10. A 
commutator ring 40 is embedded in end cap 36 and is 
arranged to pass through the end cap to communicate 
electrically with the metal core 31. As shown in FIG. 1, 
a commutator brush 41, that is electrically connected 
to a variable source of DC power via electrical connec 
tor 43, is arranged to ride in contact with the outer sur 
face of the commutator ring and provides a moving 
contact by which the conductive core is electrically 
connected to the biasing source. In practice, any source 
of electrical power capable of placing the transfer roll 
member at a potential sufficient to attract toner images 
from the photoconductive belt towards the roll may be 
employed in the practice of the present invention. 
However, it is preferred that a variable biasing source 
capable of maintaining the roll member at various dis 
crete DC levels be herein employed. 

In operation, the first developed toner image in 
troduced into the transfer zone is attracted in image 
con?guration from the photoconductive belt onto the 
transfer roll surface. After transfer, as the roll con 
tinues to rotate in the direction indicated, the image 
stored thereon is transported through a circular closed 
path of travel and reintroduced into the transfer Sta‘ 
tion. However, prior to delivery into the contact region, 
the polarity of the ?rst toner is reversed so that the 
image carries a charge similar in polarity to that applied 
in the transfer roll into the transfer zone. It is found that 
this unique charge reversal operation can be accom 
plished without deleterious effects to the image by ap 
plying corona to the image in a region where little or no 
voltage contrast exists between the roll and some other 
body. . 

The ?eld strength associated with the electrically iso 
lated transfer roll member is dependent upon the 
presence of a voltage contrast. For instance, a relative 
ly strong force ?eld is established between the roll 
member and the grounded photoconductive belt in the 
transfer region with the strength of the force ?eld being 
proportional to the initial charge , voltage on the 
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transfer roll member and inversely proportional to the 
distance between the two contrasting bodies. However, 
where there is no voltage contrast, such as between ad~ 
jacent regions on the roll surface, there will be little or 
no force ?eld present. With the exception of the 
photoconductive belt, the roll surface is isolated from 
other bodies. The force field associated with the biased 
member as it moves through its circular path of travel 
therefore is relatively weak. A corona generating 
device 52, similar to that disclosed in the previously 
noted Vyverberg patent, is positioned within this region 
and is arranged to apply corona to the ?rst toner image 
supported thereon, prior to reintroducing this image 
into the contact region, to change the polarity of the 
image. 
Subsequent to the formation of the ?rst right reading 

image, a second area on the moving photoconductive 
surface is uniformly charged by means of charging 
corotron 13. The second charged area is moved into 
the exposure station B wherein a wrong reading latent 
electrostatic image containing additional subject 
matter to be reproduced is formed on the sensitized 
surface of the belt. To produce this wrong reading elec 
trostatic image, the ?lm strip 20 (FIG. 2) is advanced 
to present a new original to the exposure mechanism 
and, at the same time, the roof prism 27 is positioned in 
the optical light path of the system to replace the 
re?ecting prism 26. A second exposure is‘then made to 
create a latent electrostatic image on the plate. The 
second image is transported to developing station C 
wherein the image is made visible in a manner similar 
to that herein described in reference to the ?rst direct 
reading image. 
The timed sequence of charging, exposing and 

developing of the two oppositely reading images is pro~ 
grammed in the present apparatus so that the leading 
edge of the second toner image moves into the transfer 
station in synchronization with the leading edge of the 
?rst image stored on the transfer roll surface. However, 
before the two images come together, a sheet of ?nal 
support material is inserted into the nip formed 
between the transfer roll and the moving belt surface. 
The individual sheets of ?nal support material are 

separated from a supply stack 14 (FIG. 1) and ad 
vanced toward the transfer station by means of the 
sheet forwarding mechanism 15. Prior to entering the 
transfer station, however, the leading edge of each sup 
port sheet is registered and aligned in relation to the 
two toner images by means of sheet registering 
mechanism 16 and the sheet advanced into the contact 
region slightly in advance of the leading edges of the 
toner images. As can be seen, the two oppositely 
charged toner images are thus brought into moving 
contact with opposite sides of the ?nal support sheet. 
Because of the nature of the force ?eld established in 
the contact zone, the ?rst image stored on the transfer 
roll surface is repelled from the transfer roll onto one 
side of the support sheet and, simultaneously therewith, 
the second oppositely charged image supported on the 
photoconductive surface is attracted from the belt to 
the opposite side of the support sheet. 

After transfer, the image bearing support sheet is 
conveyed by means of a transport system 17 (FIG. 1) 
into a fusing station E wherein the images are af?xed to 
the support sheet to form a permanent duplex copy 
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containing the original input scene information. Fixing 
of the image can .be accomplished by means of any 
suitable xerographic fusing device. The ?xed copy is 
then transported by means of a conveyor belt 18 to a 
discharge station 19 wherein the copy sheets are col 
lected Finally, any residual toner remaining on the belt 
surface after the transfer operation is removed at a 
cleaning station F by contacting the photoconductive 
surface with a ?brous brush member 12, the brush 
?bers of which are arranged to rapidly move in contact 
with the photoconductive belt. 
The duplexing operation of the present invention will 

be explained in greater detail with reference to FIGS. 
4-8. As shown in FIG. 4, a ?rst right reading negatively 
charged image 50 is transported on the photoconduc 
tive belt from the developing station into the nip 51 
formed between transfer roll 30 and the photoconduc 
tive belt as it passes over a grounded backing roll 
member 29. The transfer roll is initially placed at a high 
positive bias, generally in the range of approximately 
3,500 volts DC by means of a suitable variable voltage 
supply 55. A region of high voltage contrast is 
established in and about the nip 51 so that the ?rst 
image moving through the nip is transferred, in image 
con?guration, from the photoconductive surface to the 
transfer roll. As seen in FIG. 5, the image is temporarily 
stored on the roll surface and, as the roll continues to 
rotate in the direction indicated, is transported around 
towards the transfer zone. 

After the ?rst image is transferred to the surface of 
the transfer roll, but before the image is reintroduced 
into the nip 51, the bias potential on the transfer roll is 
decreased from about a positive 3,500 volts to approxi 
mately a positive 2,400 volts DC to prevent ionization 
of the air in and about the transfer zone during the next 
subsequent image transfer operation. 

After a reduction in the transfer roll voltage has been 
accomplished, the ?rst image on the transfer roll is 
brought under the in?uence of a corona generator 52 
similar to that described in the previously mentioned 
Vyverberg patent. The generator is located some 
distance from the nip 51 in an area of extremely low 
voltage contrast. The polarity of the originally negative 
?rst image is made positive by subjecting the toner 
image to a discharge of positive ions emitted by the 
corona generator. Complete reversal of the image 
charge potential has been achieved by positioning the 
corona generator at approximately one-half inch above 
the surface of the transfer roll and operating the 
generator at a current output of approximately 22 
microamperes per linear inch. The current output of 
the generator is generally determined by mounting a 
conductive strip of known surface area on an insulating 
base and electrically connecting the strip to the shield 
of the corona generator. The test strip is then placed 

v the desired distance from the generator and the current 
flow between the grounded generator shield and the 
conductive strip noted. 

During the period in which the ?rst image is being 
transferred and stored on the transfer roll surface, a 
second wrong reading image 53 (FIG. 6) is developed 
on the photoconductive belt surface. The formation of 
the second powder image is programmed in timed rela 
tion with the ?rst image so that corresponding regions 
on the two images approach the transfer zone in 
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synchronization with ‘each other. However, just before 
the two images are brought together, a sheet of materi 
a] such as paper 54 is forwarded from the registration 
means and inserted into nip 51. ' .i 

As seen in FIG. 7, the two oppositely charged toner 
images being transportedv into the nip are brought into 
moving contact with opposite sides of the ?nal support 
sheet. As the images move through the region of high 
electrostatic contrast, the now positively charged ?rst ' 
image on the transfer roll surface is repelled from the 
transfer roll and is electrostatically bonded to thetop 
side of the ?nal support sheet. Simultaneously 
therewith, the negatively charged second toner image, 
supported on the photoconductive belt surface, is elec 
trostatically attracted to the opposite side 'of the sup 
port sheet‘. 

Finally, as illustrated in FIG. 8, the ?nal support 
sheet, having the two images electrostatically tacked 
thereto, is removed from the photoconductive belt sur 
face by means of a mechanical stripping ?nger 57 and 
the sheet advanced to the next xerographic processing 
station wherein the toner powder images .are per 
manently affixed to both sides of the ?nal support sheet 
thereby formulating a duplex copy containing the 
original input scene information. i . 

‘ In this disclosure, there ‘is described a preferred 
method of effectively creating a duplexed reproduction 
of predetermined input scene information in which a 
positively charged photoconductive belt surface is 
developed with negatively‘ charged toner particles. It 
should be understood, however, that this description of 
the speci?c nature of the charge relationships involved 
is not intended to limit the invention to these speci?c 
relationships. For instance, it is quite possible to utilize 
a carrier and toner material having different triboelec 
tric properties whereby the toner applied to the 
photoconductive belt would be positive in nature. This, 
of course, would require that similar changes be made 
in the relationship of all subsequent charges. There 
fore, all references to positive or negative charges in 
this speci?cation are considered as merely de?ning a 
relationship and it should be clear that the teachings of 
the present invention can be practiced as long as these 
relationships are maintained. - ' 

While this invention has been described with 
reference to this structure disclosed herein; it is not 
necessarily con?ned to the details set forth and this ap 
plication is intended to cover any modi?cations or 
changes as may come within the scope of the following 
claims. ‘ 

What is claimed is: . . ._ . 

1. The method of simultaneously transferring 
charged powder images to both sides of a sheet of final,‘ 

_ support material including 
formulating a ?rst and a second charged powder 

image on the surface of .an image retaining “ele-' 
ment, 

bringing said first formulated image into operative 
communication with an electrically biased transfer 
member, said transfer member being biased to a 
potential to attract said charged powder images 
from said image retaining element towards said 
transfer member whereby said ?rst developed 
image is transferredfrorn a retaining element to 
said transfer member, 
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8 
changing the polarity of said?rst powder image on 

. the surface of said transfer member to a polarity 
similar to that of the biasing potential on said 
transfer member, - 

contacting one ‘side of the ?nal support sheet with 
I firstpowderimage on said transfer member 
and, simultaneously therewith contacting the op 
posite side‘of said support sheet with said second 
powder image on the surface of saidimage retain 
ing element whereby the images are transferred to 
said ?nal support material, and , 

v reducing the bias potential on, said transfer member ' 
prior to contacting the ?nal support sheet to 
prevent air‘ breakdown in and above the contact 
region. 

2. Apparatus for producing duplex copy including 
means to‘ sequentially formulate a ?rst and a second 

charged powder image on the surface of a moving 
photoconductive element, 

an electrically isolated transfer roll being arranged to 
move through a transfer zone in operative commu 
nication with said photoconductive element, 

means operable‘to bias said transfer roll to a poten 
tial to attract the charged powder image in said 
transfer zone from said photoconductor towards 
said transfer roll, 

drive means ‘to move said roll in predetermined 
timed relation withsaid photoconductor wherein 
said ?rst image on the photoconductor is electro 
statically-transferred to‘ the roll and transported 
thereon over a closed path of travel and recircu 
lated through the transfer zone adjacent to said 
second image on the photoconductor, 

corona generating means positioned along the closed 
path of travel in a region of relatively low electro~ 
static contrast and being arranged to change the 
polarity of said ?rst image transported on said 
transfer roll surface, 

sheet feeding means operable to interpose a sheet of 
?nal ‘support material between the ?rst second 
images moving through the transfer zone whereby 
said ?rst image is electrostatically transferred from 
the transfer roll to one side of the ?nal support 
material and simultaneously therewith said second 
image is transferred from the photoconductive sur 
face to the opposite side of said sheet of ?nal sup 
port material, and , 

means to reduce the bias potential on said transfer 
roll prior to recirculating said ?rst image through 
the transfer zone to prevent air breakdown in and ' 
about said transfer zone. 1 a 

3. Apparatus for producing duplex copy including 
means vto sequentially form a ?rst right reading 

charged powder image and a second reverse read 
ing charged powder image, with the charged parti 

. cles in both images charged to the same polarity, 
said images being formed on a surface of a recircu 
lating ‘photoconductive member, 

a transfer roll journal'ed for rotation adjacent the 
photoconductive member de?ning a transfer zone 
wherein charged powder images on the photocon 
ductive member are transferred from the 

. photoconductive member as it moves past the 
transfer roll, said roll coupled to an electrical 

_ potential relative to the potential of the photocon 
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ductive member to effect the transfer of charged 
powder images, 

drive means to rotate the roll in predetermined timed 
relation with the photoconductive member move 
ment for electrostatic transfer of the ?rst image to 
the transfer roll and for recirculating the ?rst 
image through the transfer zone simultaneously 
with the passage of the second image through the 
transfer zone, 

10 
powder relative to the-“polarity of the charged 
powder in the second charged powder image and 

sheet feeding means supported adjacent said transfer 
zone to advance a support material between the 
transfer roll and photoconductive member in re 
gister with the images for the simultaneous transfer 
of the first and second images from the transfer 
roll and photoconductive member, respectively, to 
opposite sides of the support material. 

corona generating means adjacent the transfer roll 10 4- The apparatus of Claim 3 further including means 
coupled to an electrical potential for depositing for flmfg said ti?“ and Said sec‘zmd images to the 0P‘ 
electrostatic charge on the ?rst charged powder poslte sldes ofsald support mammal 
image to change the ‘ polarity of the charged * * * * * 
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